






















36 Realist Approaches 

strategy met with early success, when efforts to activate the Conference on Security 
and Cooperation in Europe stalled due to the requirement that decisions be made by 
consensus and efforts to enforce European-brokered peace agreements floundered 
on the rocks of European military weakness (Daalder 1996: 59-60). But by 
December 1998 the EU had begun to adopt common foreign and security policies, 
and Britain and France had agreed to work toward a European military force that 
could act even when NATO and the United States preferred not to become involved 
(Whitney 1998). Thus the Clinton administration's attention to Kosovo can be seen 
as an attempt to head off increasingly active and focused European military efforts 
by demonstrating, as Madeleine Albright liked to put it, that the United States was 
"the indispensable nation." 

15. The NATO Charter stipulates that NATO is a purely defensive alliance
(North Atlantic Treaty, arts. l, 3, 5---6). According to the UN Charter, which all UN 
members promise to uphold, regional organizations such as NATO can be used to 
enforce peace only with the authorization of the Security Council (Charter of the
United Nations, art. 53). The United States and NATO did not approach the Security 
Council for a resolution authorizing Operation Allied Force because it was clear 
that Russia and China would veto such a resolution (Ibrahim 1998). On internation
al norms against intervention, see Jackson and Zacher 1996: 24, Zacher 2001, and 
Wendt 1999: 279. 

16. For example, toward the end of the war when Yugoslavia had promised to
withdraw in exchange for a suspension of the bombing, Clark "decided that the way 
to do this was simply to stop dropping bombs, without formally requesting any 
measures from the political machinery at NATO. That way, if we needed to resume 
the strikes, there was no formal diplomatic permission required" (2001: 370). 

17. The agreement would have provided for unrestricted movement and bas
ing of NATO forces throughout Yugoslavia ("Rambouillet Agreement" 1999, app. 
B). 

18. This discussion is based on inferences from Yugoslavia's Cold War strate
gy and actions in the Kosovo war (Posen 2000: 40-41 ), because despite speculation 
about "Operation Horseshoe," a Yugoslavian plan for expelling ethnic Albanians 
from Kosovo, Yugoslavia's actual strategy and operational plan remain unclear 
(Judah 2000: 240; Mertus 2001: 142). 

19. For example, the United States denied Greek, Italian, and German requests
for bombing pauses, ignored French and German concerns about collateral damage, 
and rejected British calls for a ground war (Clark 2001: 209, 330, 350-354). 

20. Russia canceled US-Russian military contacts, suspended cooperation
with NATO, threatened to pull its troops out of Bosnia, introduced a Security 
Council resolution calling the war a "flagrant violation of the UN Charter," and 
deployed an intelligence ship to the Mediterranean (Clark 2001: 197, 209, 212, 
226). 

21. In June 2002, in an effort to obtain an exemption for US forces from the
jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court, the United States threatened to pull 
its forces out of Kosovo and vetoed a Security Council resolution renewing the 
mandate for peacekeeping and police forces in Bosnia. Several weeks later, it 
received a one-year exemption, which was renewed in 2003 (Schmemann 2002a, 
2002b; Barringer 2003). 

22. "That way," a senior military official told Clark, "we can withdraw early,
and leave it to the Europeans" (Clark 2001: 163). France chose the northern sector. 

23. In 2003 the United States rejected one of Annan 's favorite candidates for
the position of UN mission head because he opposed the US war against Iraq. Italy
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rejected another candidate because he was on the outs with the Italian prime minis
ter (Dempsey 2003; McGrath 2003). 

24. The rules of engagement in the French sector have been especially con
tentious, for two reasons. First, unlike KFOR troops in other sectors, which were 
ordered to stop revenge attacks on Serbs by Kosovar Albanians, French troops were 
ordered "to let them pillage." Second, France has effectively partitioned its sector 
establishing a checkpoint at the Ibar River in Mitrovica that prevents Kosova; 
Albanians from returning to their homes in the northern part of the northern sector 
and allows Serbia to reestablish control over that territory, which is the part of 
Kosovo that has the most mineral wealth and is closest to the Serbian border 
(O'Neill 2002: 44---46; International Crisis Group 2002: 3-4, 12-13). According to 
the International Crisis Group, "Belgrade's institutions ... operate with full impuni
ty" north of the !bar River (2002: 3). 

25. Just a month after the war ended, German foreign minister Joschka Fischer
questioned US hopes to use NATO as an expeditionary force in the future (Dennis 
et �I. I.999) .and affirmed the quest for a common European foreign and security
pohcy m which Germany would take "a leading role" ("Germany Comes Out of Its 
Post-War Shell" 1999). Two years later, after the terrorist attacks on the World 
Trade Center and Pentagon, NATO invoked the mutual defense clause in its found
ing treaty for the first time in history. But while Washington "obviously want[ed] 
the NATO stamp of approval in making Mr. bin Laden a target," it did not ask 
NATO to join the war on terrorism (Daley 200 t: B6). Neither did it ask NATO to 
join the 2003 war against Iraq. Instead the United States asked individual NATO 
countries to participate (Gordon 2002). 




